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The slow waters at the mouth of the river saw, before the stilting and at the end of the largest fluviomarine navigation, the departure 
towards California of the boats that gave fame to these lands and their agricultural products in times of the gold fever. With the 
navigation by the river already gone and with it the decline of the greater port of Constitucion, the visitors forgot that place from 
where they said their farewell to the falucho boats and their sailors: the Roca de las Ventanas rock and its artificial beach generated 
by the failed works of the port in the 1880s, today abandoned. 
The work is located on this old site, of raised farewell handkerchiefs, where the twentieth century witnessed its transformation into 
a dump, while Chile’s first pulp mill was installed there, by the sea, at the beginning of the 1970s. Built in ten-inch pieces of wood 
and linked to huge rocks of the place through concrete pieces, the small project builds a row of lines, of rocks, of benches, of tables. 
Supports for Sunday strollers and that prevent redepositing detritus in this extraordinary landscape where the powerful geography 
of its rocks still persists where the sea meets one of the famous rivers of our geography.



The Maule River, identity portent of the region to which it gives its name, and its riparian culture are among the enduring 
icons of a rationality that gave rise to many local traditions in the past, partly silenced or truncated for nationalization purpo-
ses, produced by the organization dynamics of the nation-state that was formed vertically in Chile since the eighteenth   

century - always from north to south - in which the whole and the parts are integrated by virtue of infrastructures like the 
railway or the highway and that ends up imposing itself, not without conflicts, to a model of occupation that is rather multiple 
and scattered, transversal. 
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1. Roca Existente
2. Pino 4"x 6"
3. Hormigón H-15 in situ
4. Fierro estriado fe 22 mm
5. Solución Epóxica
6. Arenilla del lugar
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verticalmente, siempre de norte a sur, en el que el todo y  las partes se integran en virtud de infraestructuras como el ferrocarril 
o la carretera y que acaba imponiéndose no sin conflictos a un modelo de ocupación que es más bien múltiple y disperso, 
transversal. 




